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On Pressure and Stress

There is always stress around us. Wise men will turn it into power while
fools will be knocked down by it.

Like most people, I have stress throughout my life over many different
situations. Although I am still worried about certain things in my life, especially
the academic results, I have learned how to handle most of the bad situations.

In my secondary school life, my classmates sneered at me when I failed in the
examination. At that moment, I swore I would earn a good result with my
diligence. I concentrated during the class and finished a lot of exercise so that I
could gain more than a pass in subsequent examinations.

To me, lack of sleep is the most serious problem. I don’t have energy to
accomplish my tasks if I didn’t sleep well or didn’t have enough time to sleep.

One time, as I was reading a book about stress management, I learned that
sleep was one of the best types of stress relief. After discovering this, I
decided to give it a try and I must tell you that it works really great. I now found
out how many hours I need to sleep without someone or something waking me
up. I usually need about 6 to 8 hours of sleep and so I have to make sure that I
go to bed early in order to secure that amount of sleep. Of course, before you
go to bed, make sure that you are worry-free so that you can actually sleep
soundly.



Moreover, I try to appreciate everything I have in life. Instead of picturing a
future full of dread, I look forward to receiving what life will bring to me later on.
I understand that life is not always easy and it will be hard at times, but I am
very determined to get through these bad periods as quickly as I can. The
most important thing is to find what makes us happy and try to concentrate on
it until we can achieve it successfully.


